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To answer to the widespread use of computers and internet, our project (Laborem) is to implement new tools for teachers and learners as remote laboratories, the objective is to increase the student motivation. A robotic arm, a modular motherboard and generic plugs are used by students to build their circuits. The learning objectives are to implement basic electronic circuit and to practice instruments use for test and measurement. Our objective is to offer an open source and low-cost e-lab to unite a community of remote laboratories. Accordingly, we have developed a software running on single-board computer like a Raspberry Pi with a solution based on a HTML web interface for the front-end and Python code for the back-end. It is now possible to run an automatic installation script and to switch between different acquisition equipment (oscilloscope, arbitrary function generator). For the hardware part, we have designed and realized a motherboard to access to 16 different electronic circuit which can be modified. Switches are implemented to activate and to deactivate components, also digital devices are inserted in the plugs like potentiometer controlled by I2C protocol. Finally, all the elements are integrated in a plastic box realized with a 3D printer. Future works are focused on increasing communication protocols (web services or BACnet/IP) and connecting various engineering education centers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Distance education is growing easier and faster with the widespread use of computers and internet. Moreover, it is noticed a diversification in post-secondary student profile. To answer this issue, it appears decisive to create new tools for teachers and learners as remote laboratories and game-like scenarios. Intermixing face-to-face and distant learning allows continuity between laboratory work and homework (remotely).

This paper deals with a remote laboratory project called Laborem which is dedicated to practical training in electronics. It addresses electronics engineering at undergraduate level. The practical laboratories deal with analog and digital electronics, such as filtering, instrumentation, diode/transistor characteristic, etc. These topics are widely taught everywhere in engineering degree at university; thus, we would like to share our work and unite a community around these teaching needs.

The Laborem main goal is to increase the student motivation. A robotic arm can be used by students to build their circuits. The learning objectives are to implement basic electronic circuit and to practice instruments use for test and measurement.

Our project has been evolving since 2009 [1]. It was originally developed with the proprietary LabVIEW software from National Instruments. However, we are now turning the project on an open source solution. As we previously presented in ICERI 2018 [2], the new open source solution has been developed to get rid of proprietary drivers and software. The aim is both to reduce cost and to ease the solution spreading.

Consequently, we have introduced a concept of modular motherboard and generic plug to answer all the electronics laboratory type. In addition, we are adapting all these electronics laboratory to be entirely remote controlled. For instance, students must perform remote measurements, such as temperature, variable resistor, various charge load or implement different filtering circuit. That is why they need controlled plugs to perform all the measurement and compare solutions.

In our opinion, creating a network of these remote laboratories can be very useful to share expensive experiments or equipment between engineering education training centers. The approach is inspired by the University Network of Interactive Labs (UNILabs) [3] and the previous VISIR project [4].
The actual Laborem diagram is presented in the Figure 1. The central element is the server on the Raspberry Pi which communicate with a camera, a robot and equipment. Furthermore, it selects the Device Under Test (DUT) among the 16 plugs available on the control and acquisition card (motherboard). At last, the server is hosted by the Raspberry Pi and students can work on the remote laboratory thanks to the Human Machine Interface (HMI) through internet.

![Laborem Diagram](image)

*Figure 1 Laborem diagram*

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents software and network developments. Section 3 describes the implementation of an easy to use solution and newest remote-controlled work. Finally, Section 4 discusses conclusion and future of the Laborem network.

## 2 SOFTWARE AND NETWORK METHODOLOGY

### 2.1 Raspberry Pi as a server

The programming language used is Python. Django framework and PyScada [5] are also used in our development. Open source SCADA is a current research work in engineering as shown in [6], [7]. In our solution the server is embedded in a Raspberry Pi3. This solution is widely used in electronics as well as in remote laboratory [8], [9].

As using a database writing and reading all the time on a SD Card, it can damage it quickly [10] (around six months for our use), two options are offered: use an external hard drive (USB connected) instead of SD card, it is easy to set-up however slower than SD Card. This solution is acceptable for us however it increases the cost of the remote lab. The other solution is to copy our database in RAM at boot and to save it before shutting down the system. With only 1Gb of RAM on the Raspberry Pi3, only 300 Mb is still available for the database. It is not enough but with the new Raspberry Pi4 (available since June 2019) with 4 Gb of RAM this solution should work. In this case the access to the database is quicker than using an external hard drive or a SD Card but we must care to save the data in case of an unexpected shutdown. This solution is unstable and difficult to deal with.

The optimal solution to combine the advantages of both solutions lies in the combination of using the Raspberry Pi 4 (4 RAM) and HDD for periodical saving.
2.2 Laborem interface

The new open source solution for electronics laboratories has been validated. For example, important functionalities have been created: performing spectrum analysis, exporting data and plots for evaluation. Accordingly, students can write down their measurement, plots and results on their practical works reports. The last developed HMI is illustrated in Figure 2.

![Figure 2 Spectrum analysis of an RC 1st order filter with the Laborem HMI](image)

The remote laboratory Laborem has an easy access with an IP address and it only needs a web browser, without any specific software on the “client side” according to requisites of remote laboratory [11].

2.3 Install script

With this functional and easy to deploy solution, current work focuses on a network of Laborem. The first step is to guaranty an open access to the software. The code is available for everyone on the GitHub platform (“PyScada-Laborem”). However, the PyScada based solution used different programming block and it could be uneasy to be correctly configured. To answer this issue, a script has been developed allowing manual or automatic installation therefore everyone can implement by himself a Laborem solution. The scheme available in Figure 3 describes the install script procedure.

![Figure 3 Install script description (where CAS means Central Authentication Service)](image)

Furthermore, a library of measurement instruments is available (function generator, digital multimeter and oscilloscope) to guaranty compatibility with equipment available in laboratories. The teacher sets his workbench clearly using the Human Machine Interface. For instance, Tektronix and HP oscilloscopes are used and settled in the database.
3 THE REMOTE LABORATORY BOX

3.1 Active plugs

Hardware development previously presented in ICERI 2018 has been validated. Moreover, to enhance the network spreading, all the designed and tested plugs are available online on GitHub ("Laborem-plugs") and OpenHardware.io. There are mainly passive and active filtering electronics circuits using operational amplifiers for now.

Our current work on plugs design is focused on two parts. Firstly, switches are implemented to activate and to deactivate components to modify the circuit. Secondly, digital components are inserted in the plugs like potentiometer controlled with I2C protocol.

Indeed, instrumentation practical work needs this option of adjustable resistor, like Wheatstone bridge. Sensors and adjustable resistor are implemented to equilibrate the measure and can be controlled with switches. The thermal resistance is also operated to perform temperature measurement. The plug schematic is shown on Figure 4.

![Figure 4 Schematics of the plug experimental work “Wheatstone bridge” with digital potentiometer and switches](image)

The connector corresponds to the PCI Express male connector interconnecting plug and the motherboard. The first switch pilots the supply voltage which can be short circuited to perform bridge resistance measurement (Thevenin equivalent resistance). The second switch allows student to measure the output voltage when a charge is connected (R1).

The balance voltage \( U_{AB} = 0 \) V at room temperature is obtained through the digital potentiometer.

The experimental work is concluded with temperature measurement. The power resistor \( R_4 \) is supplied with an analog voltage to heat the Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD). Then, the Wheatstone bridge temperature to voltage characteristic is performed by students. Finally, everything within the plug is remotely controlled. Students have the opportunity to enhance their practical skills on electronics instrumentation.
3.2 The stand-alone Laborem box

Our stand-alone solution relies on the “Laborem Box” realized with a 3D printer in our laboratory. A plastic box has been designed to host all the Laborem devices: the motherboard, the single-board computer (SBC) embedding the server and a power supply card. The 3D view is shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5 3D view of the Laborem box designed on Solidworks](image)

A supply card has been realized for the Raspberry and the motherboard. Moreover, a relay is controlled by the Raspberry to turn-off/on a multi-socket adaptor to power workbench instruments.

A new version of the motherboard will be designed with more Input / Output (I/O) connectors. More measurements I/O are needed to interconnect all special characterization like four-probe measurement, as well to perform voltage and current measurement without modifying interconnections in the test bench.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The Laborem solution (software and box) has been already installed at the Technische Universität Berlin (TU Berlin). Two more installations are going to be deployed at the University Joseph Ki-ZERBO in Ouagadougou in January 2020. New developments are conducted to increase communication protocols to web services (HTML) or BACnet/IP (automaton). This special feature will allow to work on energy monitoring of buildings based on electrical sensors exchange.
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